Although various metal nanoparticles have been used in organic photovoltaics (OPVs) for enhancing power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) based on surface plasmonic effects, no metal nanoparticles have been found to induce matchable broadband plasmonic enhancement in OPVs until now. Here, we report the introduction of Au@Ag core–shell nanocuboids (NCs) with broadband plasmonic enhancement in OPVs for the first time. The Au@Ag NCs show multimode localized surface plasmon resonance that can be tuned to match the light absorption spectra of OPVs by changing the Ag shell thickness. We find that both light scattering and near field enhancement induced by the NCs can substantially improve the device performance when the NCs are incorporated in the active layers. Under optimum conditions, the PCEs of the OPVs can be relatively improved by up to 22.8% by the NCs. The maximum average PCE of the OPVs we obtained is 10.42%, which is much higher than those of the previously reported plasmonic OPVs. This work demonstrates a convenient approach for improving the photovoltaic performance with broadband enhancement, which is applicable to not only OPVs but also many other types of solar cells.

High-efficiency and low-cost solar cells are critical technologies for alleviating the global energy crisis, in which organic photovoltaics (OPVs) have gained much attention in recent years due to their easy fabrication, light weight, low cost and mechanical flexibility. However, the power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of OPVs are still lower than those of inorganic counterparts due to the low carrier mobilities and short exciton diffusion lengths in organic semiconductors. Fortunately, many technologies can be conveniently integrated in OPVs to enhance their PCEs since the organic devices can be prepared by solution processes. One promising strategy is based on the plasmonic enhancement of light absorption or light trapping by the introduction of various metallic nanoparticles (MNPs) or periodic metallic nanostructures/grating in the devices. The localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of a MNP is dependent on the particle material, size, and shape as well as its surroundings and can induce light trapping/scattering as well as near-field enhancement of electric fields. Many types of MNPs, including Au and Ag nanoparticles with different shapes and structures such as nanosphere, nanorod, nanostar, triangular nanoprisim, core–shell nanoparticle, etc., have been incorporated into the carrier transport layers or the active layers of OPVs to improve their performance. However, the reported MNPs used in OPVs normally show absorption enhancement in a narrow wavelength range and thus have limited effect on improving the PCEs of the devices. Some groups reported the approaches of combining various types of MNPs and nanopatterned gratings in OPVs to realize the enhancement in a broader wavelength region, which however led to more complicated fabrication procedures unsuitable for roll-to-roll processes and mass production.

Broader context
Plasmonic enhancement induced by metal nanoparticles is an effective approach to improve light absorption in solar cells and consequently increases the device efficiency. Although various metal nanoparticles have been introduced in organic solar cells, no metal nanoparticles have been found to induce tunable and matchable broadband plasmonic enhancement in the devices until now. In this paper, we introduced Au@Ag core–shell nanocuboids with broadband plasmonic enhancement in high-efficiency organic solar cells for the first time. The Au@Ag core–shell nanocuboids show multimode localized surface plasmon resonance that can be tuned to match the light absorption spectra of the organic solar cells by changing the particle size and the Ag shell thickness. We find that both light scattering and near field enhancement induced by the nanocuboids can substantially improve the device performance. The efficiencies of the devices are relatively improved by up to 22.8% by the nanocuboids and the maximum average efficiency of the organic solar cells obtained is 10.42%. Since the nanocuboids can be easily prepared and distributed by solution processes, our approach is cost-effective, convenient and efficient for not only organic solar cells but also many other types of solar cells.
Therefore, MNPs with broadband absorption enhancement matchable to the absorption spectra of OPVs are urgently needed. It is notable that a MNP can show broadband LSPR when its several plasmon modes exhibit pronounced field enhancement and light scattering in neighboring wavelength regions. A good example is Au@Ag core–shell nanocuboids (Au@Ag NCs) that exhibit broadband and tunable plasmonic enhancement due to the coexistence of longitudinal and transverse dipole modes and octupolar modes, which however have never been used in OPVs until now. In this paper, we designed and tuned the thickness of the Ag shells of Au@Ag NCs to match the light absorption region of the OPVs based on polythieno[3,4-b]thiophene/benzodithiophene-[6,6]-phenyl C$_7$1-butyric acid methyl ester (PTB7:PC$_{71}$BM) or poly[4,8-bis(5-(2-ethylhexyl)thiophen-2-yl)-benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b]dithiophene-2,6-diyld-alt-(4-(2-ethylhexyl)-3-fluorothieno[3,4-b]thiophene)-2-carboxylate-2,6-diyl]PC$_{71}$BM (PBDTTT-EFT:PC$_{71}$BM) and incorporated the NCs successfully in the devices (Fig. 1a and b) with pronounced PCE enhancement. Since the plasmonic spectra of the Au@Ag NCs can be easily tuned by changing their geometric size, they are expected to be useful in many other types of OPVs and inorganic solar cells for enhancing the device performance. 

Au@Ag NCs were prepared by the method reported before. According to our initial simulation results to be introduced later in the paper, firstly Au nanorods with a size of 20 nm × 60 nm (diameter × length) were synthesized and then...
the Ag shell was coated on the surface in solution, forming a cuboidal shape with rectangular edges and vertices. It is notable that the LSPR behavior of the Au/Ag NCs can be easily tuned by controlling the Ag shell thickness. Fig. 1c shows the extinction spectra of the Au@Ag NCs in aqueous solutions with the same NC concentration ($2.27 \times 10^{-10}$ M) but different Ag shell thicknesses ($\sim 5, 15, 20, 30, 40$ nm). The lowest-energy peak appearing at around 650 nm belongs to the longitudinal dipole plasmon mode. The second lowest-energy peak at around 500 nm corresponds to the transverse dipolar mode. The two other higher-energy peaks can be ascribed to octupolar plasmon modes. With the increase of the Ag shell thickness, the peak height increases due to stronger plasmonic enhancement induced by Ag than Au. The extinction spectra for the wavelengths from 350 nm to 750 nm can fit the light absorption region of the studied OPVs very well. We also need to notice that the extinction spectra may show red shifts when the NCs are incorporated in OPVs since the refractive indices of organic semiconductors are higher than that of water. This effect will be addressed later in this paper.

Fig. 1d shows the TEM image of a class of Au@Ag NCs (Ag shell thickness: $\sim 20$ nm) with rather uniform sizes. The TEM images of NCs with different Ag shell thicknesses ($5, 15, 20, 30$ and $40$ nm) are shown in Fig. 1e with higher resolution. Au nanorods can be observed in the center of each NC with a uniform coverage of Ag. We averaged the overall length, width and Ag shell thickness of each type of NC. Over 30 samples were measured for each group from the TEM images. The Au cores of all particles have a very similar size ($20 \pm 3$ nm in diameter, $60 \pm 6$ nm in length), while the Ag shells determined from the TEM images show five different thicknesses of $5 \pm 1, 15 \pm 2, 20 \pm 2, 30 \pm 3$, and $40 \pm 5$ nm in average.

As shown in Fig. 1a, OPVs based on PTB7:PC$_{71}$BM with a conventional structure of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PTB7:PC$_{71}$BM/Ca/Al were prepared. We fabricated five groups of devices with the incorporation of Au@Ag NCs with different shell thicknesses. In each group, a NC solution was added into PEDOT:PSS solutions with different volume ratios and PEDOT:PSS films with different densities of NCs were prepared by coating the mixed solutions on substrates. As a result, the NCs were embedded in the PEDOT:PSS layers in the devices with the structure shown in Fig. 1a. Control devices without NCs were also prepared under the same conditions in each group.

The representative $J$–$V$ characteristics of the devices of each group are shown in Fig. 2a–c and Fig. S1 in the ESI.† We can find that the incorporation of Au@Ag NCs into each group can increase the short-circuit current densities ($J_{sc}$) and PCEs of the devices. Approximately 5 vol% addition of the NC solution in PEDOT:PSS solution can lead to the best result in each group. The detailed photovoltaic parameters including the open-circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$), $J_{sc}$, fill factor (FF), PCE and relative PCE enhancement are summarized in Tables S1–S5 in the ESI.† In general, the average efficiencies of each group of OPVs show the same relationship with the concentration of NCs. The PCE initially increases with the increase of the added NC solution from 1 to 5 vol% and then decreases gradually with the increase of the addition level up to 20 vol%. At the optimum addition level of 5 vol%, the average PCEs of the five groups of devices with Ag shell thicknesses of $5, 15, 20, 30$ and $40$ nm are 8.46%, 8.52%, 8.85%, 8.69% and 8.29%, respectively, demonstrating the maximum relative PCE enhancement of 11.7% (Ag shell thickness: 20 nm) in comparison with control devices.

Comparing the devices from different groups, we can find that NCs with increasing Ag shell thicknesses up to 20 nm can lead to greater improvement, which is consistent with the increasing values of the extinction spectra of the NCs shown in Fig. 1c. However, for the NCs with the shell thicknesses larger than 30 nm, the enhancement becomes less pronounced, which can be attributed to the two possible reasons. First, too big NCs may reflect light and influence light transmission across the PEDOT:PSS film. Second, the increased surface roughness of the PEDOT:PSS film induced by the larger NCs may change the morphology of the active layer in the OPV and may degrade the device performance.

The PCE enhancement can be mainly attributed to the increase of $J_{sc}$, which is also reflected by the improvement of EQE in the whole wavelength region (see ESI,† Fig. S2). The champion device shows $V_{oc}$ of 0.745 V, $J_{sc}$ of 18.9 mA cm$^{-2}$, FF of 64.3%, and efficiency of 9.06%, which is 14.4% higher than that of the control device. However, a further increase of the NC density in the OPVs inversely decreases the PCEs due to the obvious degradation of $J_{sc}$ because of the influence of light transmission by NCs in the device.

For each group, the enhanced EQE spectrum (AEQE) of the champion device relative to its control device is presented in Fig. 2d. In the wavelength region around 500 nm, the pronounced enhancement is due to the transverse dipole mode that is very sensitive to the Ag shell thickness as shown in Fig. 1c. So the NCs with 5 nm thick Ag shells show no enhancement in EQE in this region. In the wavelength region around 700 nm, the improvement of EQE can be attributed to the longitudinal dipole mode, which also increases with the increase of the Ag shell thickness from 5 nm to 20 nm.

To better understand the effect of the Au@Ag NCs embedded in the PEDOT:PSS layer, a PEDOT:PSS thin film with the NCs (Ag shell thickness: 20 nm & addition level: 5 vol%) was characterized under Raman spectroscopy. We find that the Raman peaks of the PEDOT:PSS film are enhanced by about 100% by the NCs (see ESI,† Fig. S3a), suggesting an obvious plasmonic near-field enhancement of the NCs. The introduction of the NCs can also increase the light absorption of the PEDOT:PSS film due to the LSPR of the NCs in the PEDOT:PSS film (see ESI,† Fig. S4). A PEDOT:PSS thin film prepared with the above condition was characterized under TEM to obtain the NC distribution in the film. As shown in the TEM image in Fig. S3c (ESI†), the distribution of Au@Ag NCs is relatively uniform in the PEDOT:PSS layer without particle aggregation and its average density is about 4.5 NC/μm$^2$. Considering that the cross-sectional area of each NC is about 60 nm × 100 nm, we can estimate that the occupation area of the NCs is only around 2.7% relative to the area of the PEDOT:PSS film.
Three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation was carried out to better understand the plasmonic enhancement in the OPVs by the NCs.37 As shown in Fig. S5 in the ESI,† the electric field intensity around the NCs is substantially enhanced. However, because the NCs are located in the PEDOT layer, the enhanced electric field around the NCs cannot obviously affect the light absorption of the active layer. So the major reason for the improved performance is the light scattering effect as demonstrated in the simulated scattering spectrum in Fig. S6 (ESI†). We can find that, for the same concentration of NCs in the PEDOT:PSS layer, the NCs with larger shell thicknesses can lead to a stronger and broader light scattering spectrum, which is consistent with the absorption spectra shown in Fig. 1c.

To further improve the device performance by near-field enhancement of LSPR, the NCs were incorporated in the active layers of the OPVs by coating them on the surface of PEDOT:PSS films before the deposition of PTB7:PC71BM.40 So the devices have the structure of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/Au@Ag NCs:PTB7:PC71BM/Ca/Al shown in Fig. 1b. Since the average thicknesses of the NCs and the organic active layers are 60 nm and 90 nm, respectively, the NCs are totally embedded in the active layers of the OPVs. However, the PCE was dramatically decreased after the introduction of the Au@Ag NCs in the active layer, as shown in Fig. S7 in the ESI.† The poor result can be ascribed to the non-radiative exciton quenching on the bare Ag surface due to the direct contact between the silver shell and the active layer.29,35 To overcome this negative effect, NCs were coated with an insulating silica layer, as shown in Fig. 1e. The SiO2 thickness was controlled to be about 10 nm. Due to the higher refractive index of SiO2 than that of water, it is reasonable to find that the SiO2-coated Au@Ag (Au@Ag@SiO2) NCs exhibit a red shift of the longitudinal resonance peak in Fig. 1c.

OPVs with NCs embedded in the active layers were prepared with the standard fabrication conditions in a glovebox. The density of the NCs coated on the PEDOT:PSS layer was controlled by changing the spin coating speed of the NC solution. It is notable that the PCEs of the devices were dramatically enhanced by the Au@Ag@SiO2 NCs especially under the optimum condition with the spin coating speed of ~2000 rpm (see the ESI,† Fig. S8). The coated Au@Ag@SiO2 NCs were characterized under a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and a relatively uniform distribution of the NCs on the PEDOT:PSS film was observed. At the coating speed of 2000 rpm, the average
density is 2.7 NC/μm², which is similar to the density of NCs embedded in PEDOT:PSS layers (Fig. S9, ESI†). We also find that the incorporation of the NCs in the active layer with the same density can obviously increase the light absorption of the film (see ESI†, Fig. S10).

Fig. 3a shows the J–V curves of the OPVs with Au@Ag@SiO₂ NCs embedded in the active layers. For comparison, OPVs with Au@Ag@SiO₂ NCs embedded in PEDOT:PSS layers and the control devices without NCs were also prepared at the optimum concentrations and the corresponding J–V curves are presented in the same figure. VOC and FF of the three devices are very similar, while Jsc and PCE of the devices with NCs are obviously improved in comparison with the control device. The photovoltaic parameters of the three types of devices are summarized in Table 1. For each condition, at least six devices were fabricated to obtain the average PCE. The devices with the NCs embedded in the PEDOT:PSS layer exhibit an average PCE of 8.84% with 14.5% relative enhancement, which mainly resulted from the increase in Jsc (16.98 mA cm⁻²). A more pronounced effect can be observed in the devices with the NCs embedded in the active layers, which show an average PCE of 9.48% and a relative enhancement of 22.8% due to the improvement of Jsc (18.10 mA cm⁻²).

EQE measurements of the OPVs were then conducted to illuminate the improvement of the device performance, as shown in Fig. 3b. It is obvious that the EQEs of the two devices are dramatically improved in the visible region by the NCs. More importantly, the device with the NCs embedded in the active layer shows higher EQE than the device with the NCs in the PEDOT:PSS layer, presumably due to stronger near field enhancement in the former. To better understand the LSPR of the NCs in the OPVs, the electric fields for different resonant
modes, including longitudinal and transverse dipole modes, were simulated by the FDTD method. As shown in Fig. 3c–f, the resonance wavelengths are different for the NCs in PEDOT:PSS and PTB7:PC71BM layers due to the different refractive indices of the surrounding mediums (see the ESI,† Fig. S11). For the longitudinal mode, the enhanced electric field was extended into the organic medium (PEDOT:PSS or PTB7:PC71BM) for tens of nanometers from the SiO2 surface, which may greatly improve the light absorption of the active layer, while the transverse mode has a much narrower distribution of electric field in the organic part and thus may play a less important role in improving the device performance than the former. We do find that the enhancement of EQE in the wavelength region of 550–750 nm is more pronounced in the device with the NCs in the active layer, which can be attributed to the effect of the longitudinal plasmon mode of the NCs. Therefore, the incorporation of NCs in the active layer can dramatically improve the light absorption of the active layer by both light scattering and near field enhancement. It is noteworthy that the relative enhancement of the device efficiency (22.8%) we obtained is the highest in the previously reported high-efficiency plasmonic OPVs (PCE48%) due to the rational design of both the NCs and the device structure (see ESI,† Table S6).

To obtain OPVs with higher efficiencies, another type of donor PBDTTT-EFT, which has a broader light absorption region than that of PTB7, was used in the devices. The OPVs based on PBDTTT-EFT:PC71BM were fabricated with the addition of Au@Ag@SiO2 NCs in either the PEDOT:PSS layer or the active layer. Fig. 4a shows the J–V curves of the OPVs with the incorporation of Au@Ag@SiO2 NCs in different layers. The photovoltaic parameters of the devices are summarized in Table 2. The PBDTTT-EFT:PC71BM control devices without NCs gave an average Voc of 0.789 V, Jsc of 17.32 mA cm−2, FF of 66.8% and an average PCE of 9.13%, which are comparable with the performances reported in the literature.38 After the introduction of 5 vol% of Au@Ag@SiO2 NC solution in the PEDOT:PSS solution, the devices show the average Voc, Jsc, and FF of 0.784 V, 18.33 mA cm−2 and 68.5%, respectively, which result in an obvious increase of the average PCE to 9.85%. For the OPVs with the NCs embedded in the active layer, more significant enhancement in Jsc is obtained, leading to a higher average PCE of 10.42%/C6 and the highest PCE that can be obtained is 10.59%. The relative enhancement of the average PCE of the devices induced by the NCs is about 14.1%.

The Jsc improvement is also consistent with EQE enhancement, as shown in Fig. 4b. In comparison with the control device, the EQEs of the two devices are enhanced by NCs in the whole wavelength region. Similar to the devices based on PTB7:PC71BM, the NCs embedded in the active layers can induce more pronounced EQE improvement than the NCs in PEDOT:PSS layers because the near field plasmonic enhancement around the NCs can increase the light absorption of the active layers in the former case. This effect can be clearly observed in the EQE spectra in the wavelength region from 550 nm to 750 nm, which

![Fig. 4](a) J–V, (b) EQE (solid symbols) and EQE enhancement (ΔEQE) (open symbols) curves of PBDTTT-EFT:PC71BM-based OPVs with the Au@Ag@SiO2 NCs embedded in PEDOT:PSS or PBDTTT-EFT:PC71BM layers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Devices</th>
<th>Jsc (mA cm−2)</th>
<th>Voc (V)</th>
<th>FF (%)</th>
<th>PCE (%)</th>
<th>Relative PCE enhancement (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>14.85</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>70.4</td>
<td>7.72 ± 0.08</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCs in PEDOT:PSS</td>
<td>16.98</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>8.84 ± 0.14</td>
<td>14.5 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best</td>
<td>17.15</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>9.04</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCs in PTB7:PC71BM</td>
<td>18.10</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>9.48 ± 0.05</td>
<td>22.8 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>18.07</td>
<td>0.747</td>
<td>70.8</td>
<td>9.56</td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best</td>
<td>18.07</td>
<td>0.747</td>
<td>70.8</td>
<td>9.56</td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Summary of photovoltaic performance of devices based on PTB7:PC71BM with different locations of Au@Ag@SiO2 NCs
corresponds to the resonance peak of the longitudinal mode of the NCs in the active layer. In this wavelength region, the EQE enhancement by the NCs in the active layer is much larger than that induced by the NCs in the PEDOT:PSS layer because of the enhanced electric field in the active layer by the NCs in the former case. The improved light absorption of the active layer was also confirmed by the UV-visible absorption spectra of a PBDTTT-EFT:PC 71BM film with embedded NCs (see ESI† Fig. S10).

### Conclusions

In summary, Au@Ag NCs were successfully used in OPVs to enhance the device performance in a broad wavelength region for the first time. The LSPR behavior of Au@Ag NCs was finely tuned by controlling the Ag shell thickness to match the light absorption spectra of the active layers of the OPVs and the optimum thickness of the Ag shell was found to be about 20 nm. To prohibit carrier recombination on the Ag surface, the Au@Ag NCs were coated with a 10 nm-thick SiO2 layer. The Au@Ag@SiO2 NCs were incorporated in the OPVs by embedding them in either the PEDOT:PSS layer or the active layer and showed more pronounced enhancement of PCEs in the latter case due to the more significant enhancement of electric field in the active layer. The average PCE of the OPVs based on PTB7:PC 71BM was improved from 7.72% to 9.48% by the Au@Ag@SiO2 NCs embedded in the active layer, resulting in the relative enhancement of 22.8%. Similarly, the NCs lead to the increase of the average PCE of PBDTTT-EFT:PC 71BM-based OPVs from 9.13% to 10.42%, demonstrating the first plasmonic OPV with the efficiency higher than 10%. Due to the broadband enhancement of the NCs and the facile solution processes of the devices, the relative enhancement in the PCEs of our OPVs induced by the NCs is much higher than those induced by the MNPs reported before. This work provides a novel approach to realize high-performance plasmonic solar cells including not only OPVs but also many other new generation thin film solar cells. Since the NCs can be easily prepared and coated by solution processes, this technology is also compatible with the roll-to-roll process of OPVs for mass production.
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